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You are a foster parent. Perhaps you’ve been 
doing this for a long time. Or, maybe you are 
newly licensed or have just finished your first 
placement. Perhaps you’re a single parent who 
has answered the call in your heart to foster. 
Regardless of the particulars, you may find that 
you are no longer that spontaneous individual 
who loves to go out dancing or to the movies or 
on long walks through the woods on the weekend. 
Now you’re primarily seen as the caregiver of that 
kid with special needs, a disability, or a sibling 
group who may have 
faced years of trauma. 
Your community may 
see you as a “saint” for 
taking on such a 
monumental task. 
You’re still who you 
have always been. You 
just might need a little 
more assistance–
someone to help when 
you can’t do it for one 
more minute alone. 
Your life has changed 
immensely, but it’s 
important to remember who the person 
underneath the “foster parent” label truly is.  
 
Resilient caregivers strive to be strong. For 
couples or partners, an all-too-typical pattern 
seen in foster parenting is for one parent to take 
the lead in being educated about becoming a 
foster parent and then continue in that lead role 
throughout the experience. But strong and 
resilient care teams gain strength in working and 
learning together. Following are some tips to 

strengthening your team, whether it be a spouse, 
a significant other, a friend, a relative, or a 
combination of all of these.  
 
 Accept that it’s okay to have different 

ways of doing things. Parenting is not a 
competition. Trust is essential. For example, 
you may not always have the same opinions 
on discipline, school, or medical treatments. 
What is important is that you talk it out and 
come to a mutual decision. 

 
 Share the 
responsibilities. You 
don’t have to do 
everything by yourself. 
Sharing the duties allows 
each of you to have a 
break. Partners and 
teammates need to have 
equally shared 
involvement and 
accountability. 
According to parenting 
coach Deanna Picon, no 
parent is allowed to “opt 

out” of their obligations just because the other 
parent is “doing such a wonderful job” of 
managing everything. If parenting 
responsibilities aren’t being shared fairly, 
consider assigning tasks and splitting the load 
evenly. Some examples? You take the children 
to sports practice while your partner is the 
primary contact for the school. You take your 
children to therapy sessions while your 
partner schedules medical and dental 
appointments. 
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Staying Strong & Resilient, continued 

 Use your support system. You do  have one. Even if you don ’t have extended family 
nearby, get comfortable asking your friends for small favors. Maybe they can take the child to 
baseball practice so you can have dinner alone with your partner or another friend. It’s good for 
the children in your care to expand their circle of trusted adults, in addition to spending time 
with peers. 
 

 Find the humor in as much as you can. Yes, laugh! Laugh at things NO ONE else 
may find funny, but you and your teammate in parenting. It is okay and necessary to share inside 
jokes. Laughter helps you make it through the hard times. 
 

 Make time for yourself. W e all need a little alone tim e. It is crucial to have the tim e 
and space in which you do not feel the need to be “on” for anyone. Allow yourself to be alone to 
think, cry, or just be. Perhaps you enjoy the silence that comes with a solitary run, or a trip to the 
library, or a movie marathon. Whatever it is, do it.  
 

 Make time for yourself with others outside of the family. This m ay be a night out 
with friends once a month or every couple of weeks. Perhaps your partner plays in a band with 
friends or is on a sports team. These outlets can be therapeutic and provide a tremendous 
amount of stress relief.  
 

 Give each other permission to complain and vent frustrations. Don ’t judge or take 
anything personally in the heat of the moment. Perhaps this is the time for you to offer to take 
over a task if you can. Are you the one who needs a break? There’s no need to feel guilty. Admit 
that you need a “time-out.” By trusting each other and speaking honestly, you’ll avoid creating 
feelings of anger and resentment.  

  
It can be all too easy to neglect a marriage, a significant relationship, or even yourself when caring 
for children. It may feel like child-rearing demands all your attention. You and your care team need 
to make sure that the lines of communication are open. Share with your loved teammates what is on 
your mind and in your heart. If you are on the listening end, make sure you listen with an open mind 
and full attention.  
 
No one can turn back time, and no responsible couple can live as they did before children entered 
their lives. Being a caregiver may be a new part of your life, but you cannot let it be the only 
part. Children in care need adults in their lives who are present, patient, flexible, and honest. At the 
end of the day, there is one thing that’s constant: your partner, spouse, or care teammates are the 
only ones who know exactly what you’re going through because they are on the same journey. These 
challenges have the potential to allow you the opportunity to become a stronger person, parent, and 
caregiver. 
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Drawing from Your Well of Resilience 

To be a “no matter what” family is as much a 
journey about you as it is about the children 
you’re caring for. That’s because you’ll need to 
reach deep for the strength and staying power 
needed to nurture children “from hard places.” 
This is especially true if you’re caring for multiple 
children with trauma or special needs.   

What well of resilience do you as a foster family 
draw from? You likely have many sources, but 
one we hear families talk about over and over is 
that of connection, especially with other foster 
parents. Sure, you could join 
a generic, all-purpose 
parenting group. But the 
chasm between what you do 
as a foster parent and what 
“regular” parents do will 
likely widen to Grand Canyon
-like proportions. The 
experience you’re having is 
genuinely unique, shared 
only by other foster parents. 

Who else is going to 
understand the crazy 
questions strangers ask you 
in the grocery store? Who 
would you be able to discuss 
post-visit survival tactics 
with? What “normal” parent 
is going to cry together with 
you over a child being 
reunified with parents you’re 
not sure are ready? Your 
fellow foster parents get it. 

That shared experience 
provides an emotional safety 
net for you and everyone in the group. When a 
lousy morning has you crumpled on the floor 
wondering if you can do this one more day, a 
heartfelt phone call or online comment can 
provide more comfort than you thought possible. 
A challenging moment in court will be 
understood and felt by your connection group 

friends in ways that may help you process it 
emotionally.  

As Amanda Preston, blogger at My Crazy Lovely 
Life, writes, “Finding support that understands 
you and can support you will not only be life-
giving for you but will refresh your soul in a way 
that will allow you to better fill the cups of those 
sweet children you are raising.” These bonds can 
create an incredible amount of nurturing for you 
as foster parents. You’re in the trenches, together. 
These will likely become some of the most 

meaningful friendships of 
your life.  

These relationships could 
also spill over into the lives of 
the children you care for. 
Playgroups, social activities, 
or just getting together over 
coffee (if your group is 
geographically near) provide 
opportunities for kids to 
make friends in a safe 
environment. It could mean 
the difference between social 
isolation and a feeling of 
camaraderie for you and for 
the children in your care.  

Another potential benefit of 
connection groups is respite. 
Once you get to know the 
parents in your group, you 
may feel more apt to rely on 
these families to provide 
respite for the children in 
your care. Having that kind 
of network can make a 

profound difference in your day-to-day life.  

A very popular type of connection group that is 
on the rise is kinship groups. Many relative 
caregivers find themselves thrust into the role of 
caregiver with little to no warning. Kinship 

Continued on page 4 
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Drawing from Your Well, continued 

connection groups offer information, empathy, 
and resources for relatives who might otherwise 
feel overwhelmed by their new roles.  

Clearly, foster parent groups have a lot to offer. 
There’s no need to limit yourself to one type of 
group, however. Connection is connection. One 
form of self-care we often talk about is taking a 
break from your day-to-day routines to immerse 
yourself in a passion or hobby. One benefit to the 
rise in online groups is the possibility of simply 
“dabbling” in something. Whatever your interest, 
whether it’s sports, a craft, or gaming, there’s a 
group that would welcome you, no matter how 
much or how little time you can devote. And maybe that activity is simply socializing with friends or 
family who don’t foster. Engaging in something that brings you joy may be the thing that protects 
you from burnout.   

Lastly, a specialized support group can fulfill a need for information, providers, or resources around 
a particular need of a child or children in your care. This type of group may schedule a local expert to 
present on a different topic each time and then hold discussions afterward. There may be a group 
that is not related to foster care but specializes in some aspects of the challenges the children in your 
care face, such as autism, a specialized medical need, or an educational issue. 

If you are having trouble locating a connection group to join, you might consider starting one! There 
are many sources of information around logistics, facilitation, and membership. The Foster Care and 
Adoption Resource Center is also here to assist and help you get things off the ground.  

“This was hard, and this stretched us, but 

I’ll do it again, because these children 

need a home, and they deserve a home, 

and we can reach outside of ourselves 

and use the people that have been put 

around us to pour into him.” – Gretchen 

and Matt, No Matter What Families 
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Caring Fatigue:  

Know the Signs 

“Compassion fatigue is  a  br o adly  defined co ncept th at ca n  include  em otional,  ph ysica l,  

and spiritual distress in those providing care to another. It is associated with caregiving where people 

or animals are experiencing significant emotional or physical pain and suffering.” (Compassion Fatigue 

Awareness Project) 

 

“Secondary traumatic stress is the em otional duress that results w hen an individual hears 

about the firsthand trauma experiences of another.” (National Child Traumatic Stress Network) 

 

Either of these experiences can cause a caregiver to become emotionally dysregulated. Over time, if caregivers 

do not address the fatigue and the chronic stress, their world may become painful and negative, and they risk 

an actual breakdown. This can happen gradually, often without your awareness. Sometimes it requires 

feedback from others to detect the signs, so check-in with your loved ones. Have they seen a different “you” 

emerging that does not mesh with your usually sunny outlook? If so, seek support and be prepared to learn 

new skills to avoid a condition that can be debilitating. Know that there is light at the end of the tunnel even as 

you continue your important work of caring for children.  

 

Often, people who learned at an early age to prioritize others’ needs over their own are susceptible to 

compassion fatigue. The good news is that learning sustainable self-care skills and practicing boundary-

setting can help you heal and become whole again.  

As a foster parent you are likely a “Let’s do this!” 

kind of person. However, caring for multiple 

children with special needs can try even the most 

capable amongst us. If you have noticed that you: 
 

 Are frequently angry, irritable, or annoyed 

 Complain a lot 

 Are easily triggered 

 Suffer from insomnia 

 Often feel powerless 

 No longer enjoy activities that you once found 

pleasurable 
 

you could be suffering from compassion fatigue 

or secondary trauma. The physical and 

behavioral signs are varied and too numerous to 

list here. When parenting multiple children with 

special needs, caregivers may experience one or 

both similar conditions. 
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The Importance of Self-care when Fostering  

The alarm clock begins ringing loudly at 5AM. 
Just like yesterday and the day before, your daily 
schedule is jam-packed; there is no time to hit the 
snooze button. First things first, breakfast needs 
to be made, and Monte, Evelyn, and Natalie need 
to get dressed and ready for school.  
 
Suddenly, Evelyn alerts everyone that she forgot 
to complete her Algebra homework. Fido, the 
family dog, is barking for someone—anyone—to 
let him out. Monte is searching for a pair of 
matched socks. Natalie is trying to braid her hair. 
And so it begins…another day in the lives of the 
Rock Stars foster 
family. Sound 
familiar?  
Every day can feel 
like a delicate 
balancing act for 
foster parents 
caring for children 
and youth. So 
much to do and 
never enough time 
in one day.  
 
This is where self-
care can provide 
you with much-
needed and 
definitely deserved 
time to decompress. We know what you are 
probably thinking and feeling. How in the world 
can I carve out time for self-care? The key is to 
take small steps to incorporate self-care into your 
daily routine. 
 
Let's be perfectly clear: practicing self-care is 
easier said than done. Yet, being a foster parent 
requires you to be at your best. Therefore, 
prioritizing your emotional well-being is 
investing in yourself so that you can be there 
when your family needs you the most.  

Creating a Self-Care Plan  
Self-care is a mindset and a positive choice. If you 
can find a balance between caring for your 
children and meeting your own needs, you will 
ultimately be much better equipped to do both. 
 
Each of us creates and constructs elements of a 
self-care plan that are unique to us. Discovering 
what works best for you is essential to developing 
an effective self-care plan.  
   
A self-care plan is an intervention tool that you 
create for yourself. Your self-care plan contains 

your favorite self-
care activities, 
important 
reminders, and 
strategies for how 
to connect with 
your self-care 
communities, 
either in person or 
virtually.  
 
Customize your 
self-care plan. By 
developing a self-
care plan that is 
unique to you, 
you're directing 
your best self to 

reflect on what you may need and have access to 
when you need self-care resources. Self-care isn't 
something you do once and then cross off of your 
to-do list. It's the constant repetition of many tiny 
habits, which together soothe you and make sure 
you're at your optimum—emotionally, physically, 
and mentally. 
  
Make backup plans a part of your overall self-
care strategy. As a foster parent, you are well 
versed in the need for and the importance of 
having backup plans ready to roll when life 

Continued on page 7 
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throws you an unexpected curveball. When you 
have a plan in place, you'll likely feel more in 
control. Having a plan helps you implement and 
maintain your daily routine. 
  
Will plans change? Absolutely. Life, after all, is 
unpredictable. Having backup plans in place will 
provide you with much-needed relief during 
those unpredictable times. From a mindfulness 
point of view, having a self-care plan, along with 
backup self-care plans, will provide you with "go-
to" self-soothing self-care strategies.  
 
Exercise to rejuvenate. Exercise is a huge part of 
self-care. It can 
feel overwhelming 
when you're 
already juggling a 
million things, but 
it's OK to start 
small. Can you 
squeeze in a walk 
with your dog? Or 
10 minutes of yoga 
before the kids 
wake in the 
morning?  
 
The benefits of 
exercise extend 
beyond improving 
your physical 
fitness–the endorphins released to enhance your 
mood, help you manage stress, and increase your 
productivity. 
 
Create balance. Being a foster parent requires 
enormous love, affection, empathy, kindness, 
compassion, patience, tolerance, and flexibility. 
Caring for children is a matter of the heart.  
 
Discovering your own personal flow, as well as 
your family's flow, will take time. What works for 
one family may not be effective for another 
family. That said, finding balance together as a 
family will result in a cohesive connectedness.  

Self-care Strategies 
If you're constantly running at full speed and 
putting everyone else first, it's only a matter of 
time before your health suffers, or you experience 
compassion fatigue. Many of the following self-
care strategies may be familiar. Making a 
proactive choice to implement some or all of 
these can go a long way toward providing you 
with much-needed and well-deserved self-care 
strategies.   
 
 Sleep. Getting an adequate amount of sleep 

can positively affect how you feel both 
emotionally and physically. Conversely, not 

getting enough 
sleep can lead to 
health issues. Most 
medical guidance 
suggests getting 
eight hours of 
sleep. 
 
 Spend time 
outside. Spending 
time outdoors can 
help you stay 
active, reduce 
stress, and lower 
your blood 
pressure. Studies 
have shown that 
getting out can 

help reduce fatigue, making it a great way to 
overcome depression or compassion fatigue 
symptoms. Getting outside can also help you 
sleep better at night, especially if you engage 
in physical activities such as hiking, biking, 
gardening, swimming, jogging, or walking. 
 

 Self-compassion. Practicing self-compassion 
helps ground ourselves in what we realistically 
can and can't accomplish—you can't do it all. 
Get into the habit of telling yourself that you 
did your best today and tomorrow will provide 
you with additional opportunities. 
 

Importance of Self-care, continued 

Continued on page 8 
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 Laughter and fun. Incorporating humor and 
laughter into your life can help lighten your 
mood and provide a temporary break from 
life's stressors. Laughter reduces your stress 
hormones and can boost your immune 
system.  
 
Laughter increases wellness and our overall 
sense of well-being. Laughter and humor 
don't just make you feel better emotionally; 
they can help you breathe more fully and help 
your heart function better with more 
oxygenated blood pumping through the body. 
 

 Practicing gratitude. Name three things you 
are grateful for each and every day—this daily 
routine can help 
build resilience. 
This will also keep 
you focused on 
recognizing and 
expressing gratitude 
each and every day. 
Sometimes, in our 
hectic busy lives, we 
forget to push the 
pause button and 
appreciate the 
positive daily events 
that occur in our 
lives. 
 

 Setting and enforcing limits and boundaries. 
Recognizing and maintaining personal 
boundaries is an essential part of attending to 
our own emotional and mental health. For 
many of us, it becomes almost too easy to say 
"yes" to a request. Learning to set boundaries 
and enforce them will go a long way to making 
sure you are not over-committing yourself. 
Moreover, doing so helps teach the children in 
your care valuable life lessons that they can 
implement in their own lives. 

 
Utilizing Your Self-Care Support System 
First things first: have you identified who you can 
turn to when you need comfort and support? 

Family members and close friends can provide 
you with essential support reminders and 
resources. Additionally, reaching out to your 
licensing worker, or the child's caseworker, can 
undoubtedly be beneficial. 
 
In today's world, connecting to a virtual support 
network of foster, adoptive, and relative 
caregivers can be just a click away. Connecting 
with other resource families can provide you with 
keen insights and helpful resources. If you are 
interested in connecting to a support network, 
reach out to your licensing worker for 
recommended resources. 
 
Everyone's self-care plan is uniquely their own. 

You will ultimately 
determine which self-
care strategies work 
best for you. Remember 
that you are making a 
positive difference in 
the lives of the children 
you are fostering each 
day. Some days will be 
easier than others. To 
be at your best, you 
need to make sure that 
you are taking great 
care of yourself. 
Discovering and 
learning how to utilize 

these strategies— and implementing them in your 
regular routine—can boost your well-being not 
only for today but for the days, weeks, months, 
and years to come.  
 
If you are interested in discussing additional self-
care strategies, please call the Resource Team at 
the Coalition. We are here to offer guidance, 
support, and resources. 

The Importance of Self-care, continued 



The team at the Wisconsin Foster Care and Adoption Resource Center are always here for additional 
information, resources, and support.  

Please contact us at 414-475-1246 or 800-762-8063 

 

 

Find Us on Social Media @coalitionforcyf 

 

Tip Sheets 

 The Balance Beam: Caring for Yourself While 
Caring for Your Kids 

 Caregiver Trauma & Resilience: Tips to Keep 
Caring 

 Somebody to Lean On: Connecting with a 
Parent Group 

 

Courses & Webinars 

 Let’s Talk: Starting a Virtual Support Group—
The Basics 

 

No Matter What Families Videos 

 Who Are “No Matter What” Families? 

 

Other Library Resources 

 No Matter What Caregiving 

 Lean On Me: Families Helping Families 

 Keeping Your Buckets Full: Taking Care of 
Yourself in Good Times and Bad 

 The Adoption Network: Your Guide to Starting 
a Support System, by Laura Christianson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional Web Resources 

 Wisconsin Foster Parent Handbook, Foster 
Family Self-care 

 Compassion Fatigue Awareness Project 

 Secondary Trauma & Foster Parents 

 Resources for Traumatic Stress 

 Compassion Fatigue 

 Does Your Family Need More Balance and 
Common Ground? 

 Making Marriage Work as Foster Parents 

 The Importance of Support in Adoption and 
Foster Care 

 Five Tips for Building a Foster Parent Support 
Group 

 Local and National Support Groups 

 National Foster Care and Adoption Directory 

 Self-care: Barriers and Basics for Foster/
Adoptive Parents 

 Why You Need a Self-care Plan 

 What is Self-care for Foster Parents and Their 
Children 
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Resources 

https://bit.ly/2Q6ONBZ
https://bit.ly/2Q6ONBZ
https://bit.ly/2RAU7Oh
https://bit.ly/2RAU7Oh
https://bit.ly/3tvw3JP
https://bit.ly/3tvw3JP
https://www.championclassrooms.org/courses/starting-a-virtual-support-group-the-basics-recorded-webinar-365
https://www.championclassrooms.org/courses/starting-a-virtual-support-group-the-basics-recorded-webinar-365
https://bit.ly/3bfLcce
https://wifostercareandadoption.org/library-assets/
https://bit.ly/33tKL9B
https://bit.ly/3tyscMk
https://bit.ly/3uFosdk
https://bit.ly/3uFosdk
https://wcwpds.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/147/2018/01/Mod_5_Transcript-1.pdf
https://wcwpds.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/147/2018/01/Mod_5_Transcript-1.pdf
https://www.compassionfatigue.org/
http://muskie.usm.maine.edu/helpkids/rcpdfs/Sec.Trauma-foster.pdf
https://www.nctsn.org/trauma-informed-care/secondary-traumatic-stress/nctsn-resources
https://www.stress.org/military/for-practitionersleaders/compassion-fatigue
https://www.boulderpsychologicalservices.com/counseling-for-adoption-issues/
https://www.boulderpsychologicalservices.com/counseling-for-adoption-issues/
https://www.drjohndegarmofostercare.com/blog/making-marriage-work-as-foster-parents
https://mylovelycrazylife.com/?s=support+groups
https://mylovelycrazylife.com/?s=support+groups
https://co4kids.org/community/five-tips-building-foster-parent-support-network
https://co4kids.org/community/five-tips-building-foster-parent-support-network
https://www.fc2success.org/knowledge-center/groups-and-support/
https://www.childwelfare.gov/nfcad/
https://www.nacac.org/resource/self-care-barriers-adoptive-parents/
https://www.nacac.org/resource/self-care-barriers-adoptive-parents/
https://www.mindful.org/why-you-need-a-self-care-plan/?mc_cid=8cce87c9db&mc_eid=%5bb55b59fd5c%5d
https://www.fosterva.org/what-is-self-care-for-foster-parents-and-their-children
https://www.fosterva.org/what-is-self-care-for-foster-parents-and-their-children

